ART. I – Moor Divock revisited: some new sites, survey and interpretations
BY TOM CLARE AND DAVID M. WILKINSON

T

HE “stone circles”, tumuli, standing stone, putative stone rows and
cairnfield on Moor Divock (Figure 1) form one of the most remarkable and
accessible group of prehistoric monuments in the County, crossed by the
Roman Road of High Street. They were first described in detail by Taylor (1886)
shortly after a number of these monuments had been excavated (Taylor, 1874;
Simpson, 1883) but little new survey work has been undertaken since. However, the
discovery from the air of a nearby settlement in 1985 and the finding of a few
prehistoric artefacts (Fell, 1974; Cherry and Ellwood, 2001) demonstrated that
there might be other sites in the area, and the purpose of this paper is, therefore, to
describe some recent work. The location of the previously recorded and new sites is
shown in Figure 2 and listed in the Appendix.
Descriptions of the principal new sites
The full list of new sites identified by this study is given in the Appendix (note that
sites 1-16 follow the numbering system used by Taylor and that sites 17-27 are those
additional ones recorded by RCHM in 1936. Here we describe the most important
sites in more detail.
A putative enclosure – site 29.
What appears to be an oval enclosure was recorded by aerial photography on
Heughscar Hill (SMR No. 9774; AP MV87, 5). It is, however, difficult to locate on
the ground and topographically the location is a slope with the eastern end of the
recorded feature coinciding with the major break of slope. The arc plotted in Fig. 2
and immediately below that break of slope includes earthworks which would
otherwise be interpreted as holloways and, consequently, the veracity of this site
remains in doubt.
Settlement site 60.
This site, also oval in plan and recorded from the air (in 1985), contains a number of
circular structures (Fig. 3a). As such the site can be compared with that at Scalegill
Wood (site 25 and Fig. 3b) 2.8 kms to the north-east. Both are of almost identical
size and similar morphology (Fig. 3), but without excavation it is impossible to date
such sites. However, the existence of “curvilinear” enclosures alongside rectilinear
ones at Urswick Stone Walls and at Wolsty has often been interpreted as suggesting
that they are prehistoric in date (Blake, 1959); a view recently repeated for sites north
and west of Ullswater (Hoaen and Loney, 2004). However, such interpretations must
be qualified by their observation (our italics) that “The interpretation of the
prehistory of the Lake District is, by and large, still over-dependent upon a number
of assumptions to do with the development of social complexity, and upon the
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FIG. 1. The location of Moor Divock.
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reworking of older data, with an over reliance on the utility of site typologies as an
indication of period, in the absence of excavation, dating and analysis”.
In addition to the question of date it is necessary to consider what kind of
landscape exploitation was associated with such sites: was the farming primarily
arable, “mixed” or pastoral? Again, without excavation and palaeoenvironmental
study this question cannot be answered fully but the field system on Skirsgill Hill
adjacent to Scalegill Wood (site 25) could equally have been for pastoral as much as
arable purposes. Nevertheless, evidence such as the location of the arable fields at
Troutbeck above Windermere and lynchets near the Gamelands stone circle indicate
that prior to the climatic deterioration of the fourteenth century it was possible to
grow crops at a height of up to 1000 ft above sea level, the height of settlement site
60 and Skirsgill Hill. Indeed, the fact that the linear field system recorded on
Skirsgill Hill may be a continuation of the “cultivation” strips belonging to medieval
Askham, reinforces the possibility that arable cultivation would have been tenable on
Moor Divock at particular times. Here, Pennington’s “Brigantian phase” with arable
farming at high altitudes (Pennington, 1973, 233-235 for a useful synopsis) provides
a context for at least some of the settlements and land use on Skirsgill Hill if not
elsewhere within the study area.
No clearly defined field system exists in the immediate vicinity of site 60 but a
number of breaks of slope in the vicinity of a holloway (site 58) form putative
lynchets, and there is a cairnfield nearby (site 59). However, whilst such remains do
not preclude “mixed” farming having been carried out here, the difference in
topographical location, geology and drainage between this site and site 25 (one faces
east, the other north-eastwards; one is on limestone, the other on acid rocks; one is
on well drained soil, the other above wetland) suggests that there may well have
been different landscape exploitation at the two sites. Nevertheless, attention is
drawn to that fact that an apparent absence of earthwork boundaries from
settlement sites does not necessarily mean that there were no associated fields, for
the latter could have been enclosed by hedges. And hedges, whether established on
banks like those on Skirsgill Hill or not on banks, require us to envisage a very
different landscape to the treeless, unenclosed common of the present time.
Banks and dykes
In that context attention is drawn to the previously unreported existence of linear
banks and dykes on the Moor. Of these, the most obvious are those in the vicinity of
the road from Helton (54 and 55 in Fig. 2) and it is interesting to note that 54
appears to have been aligned/laid out with respect to the visible prehistoric
monuments of the Copstone (site 1) and Standing Stones (site 3). However, its
relationship to 55 is not clear although it appears to overlie it.
A far less obvious landscape feature is the broad bank (39 in Fig. 2), which runs
north-east from the vicinity of The Cockpit and its possible continuation southwestwards (42). A prehistoric date for feature 39 is suggested by the fact that it was
built in a position where its length is interrupted by a bog/former tarn (below) rather
than on drier ground immediately to the north where the Roman road was built.
Had that road already been in existence then it would have been reasonable to
expect the dyke to follow it.
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FIG. 2. The location of the known sites; those numbered are the new ones reported here or those
referred to in the main text. The black circles are standing stones or probable burial mounds, the crosses
“clearance cairns” and lines are banks, dykes or lynchets.
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Whether “sites” 39 and 42 are one and the same feature is not clear, nor is their
relationship to those of site 41. The principal feature of the latter is a broad, in part
stony, bank (feature 41a) with numerous gaps which on the ground looks as if it is
part of a curvilinear enclosure subdivided by bank (feature 41b). However, a survey
of these features shows that 41a is much straighter than it appears on the ground
and that there is no enclosure.
It is not possible to determine which of the gaps in 41a are original. One may
have been formed by a stream, and of the three others with tracks only that at the
eastern end can be claimed with any confidence to be original – for there the bank is
slightly offset as if respecting the trackway angled downwards to the main stream.
This, illustrates one other aspect of the landscape at this point: there are a number
of trackways which appear to converge on the stream west of the point where the
Roman road is usually considered to cross that watercourse.
In this context attention is drawn to the fact that the northward arm of 41b has
an uncertain relationship with two deep holloways and that feature 40 appears to be
the Roman road, the alignment of which would, when projected, mean the latter
crossed the stream not where the present track does but midway between The
Cockpit and bank 41a. The concentration of holloways and the Roman road at this
point allows, therefore, the suggestion that the Cockpit was located at a natural
focal point in the landscape.
Ringbank – site 48.
This circular bank, with an external diameter of c.17 m, is located on a broad rise
amidst boggy ground. The bank varies in width from 2 to 4 m and is lowest and
almost non-existent in the northern quarter. Nevertheless, the site is perhaps best
described as an annular bank and the size suggest it might be a burial monument
rather than a hut circle. The latter interpretation might be supported by the
existence nearby of small “clearance” cairns, some arranged in linear fashion (site
49), but these might equally be later than site 48. Certainly, they can be regarded as
outliers of the cairnfield on Threepow Raise, some 350 m to the west.
Mounds
There are a number of similar sized – and isolated mounds – elsewhere on the Moor
(sites 6b, 28, 47a, 47b, 51 and 61), which might be better considered as possible
burial mounds. Certainly the location of site 28 on a prominent summit is
suggestive of a purpose other than mere clearance, whilst site 6b is adjacent to
Taylor’s putative circles and rows. Similarly the proximity of mound 61 to site 5
suggests that its origins are ritual rather than farming.
Site 5.
Waterhouse (1985, 120) and the RCHM (1936, 28) follow Taylor (1886) in
describing this site as a ruined stone circle. However, the three prominent uprights
appear to form a line rather than an arc and this interpretation is confirmed by
survey (Fig. 4). The latter also suggests that the associated cairn (almost perfectly
circular and 13 m in diameter) was flat topped with part of the original surface
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FIG.3A

FIG.3B

FIG. 3A. Settlement 60.
FIG. 3B. Settlement 25 after RCHM 1936.
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FIG. 4. Plan of site 5 showing the upright stones (solid black) and probable original surface of the cairn
(diagonal lines).
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(shaded in Fig. 4) surviving between a number of trenches and hollows which are
clearly the results of excavation.
This interpretation is supported by the first description of the site made by Taylor
(1874, 165) when he wrote, “. . . there are three or four large upright stones, which
have formed part of the boundary of what has evidently been a cairn. The plateau of
the cairn is easily made out, although the stones composing it have been removed
down to the level of the ground; and it has occupied a circle of about fifteen yards in
diameter. It has evidently been disturbed, and searches have been made at some
former period for the interment, by digging in the centre, and by cross trenches”
(the italics are ours). In fact the site had been excavated by Canon Simpson who
stated quite clearly: “This raise is remarkable . . . because towards the west side,
about half-way between the centre and the circumference, there are four upright stones
placed in a straight row, and probably there were originally five . . .” (Simpson, 1883,
180); again the italics are ours.
Possible analogies for the straight line of stones have been discussed elsewhere
(Clare, 1979) but here attention is drawn to the fact that the monument appears to
be orientated on the cardinal points. Firstly, the line of uprights is almost exactly
north-south and, secondly, the centre of the largest stone is directly west of a line
through the centre of the cairn. This apparent use of the cardinal points of the
compass is seen at several major Cumbrian prehistoric sites; in particular, the
entrances of Mayburgh and Castlerigg are orientated to the east and north
respectively; whilst a north-south orientation can be argued at Long Meg (Clare,
2006).
The spatial arrangement of the “ritual” sites.
This suggests that other possible alignments might be looked for on Moor Divock
and it might therefore not be coincidence that a line between site 5 and mound 22 is
orientated on the setting sun at midsummer solstice – and therefore also on the
rising sun at midwinter solstice.
Attention is also drawn to the fact that site 5 (and 61), the small cairn circle
known as Standing Stones (site 4), tumuli 2, 6b, 21, 22 and 23 and the putative
avenues and circles of Taylor occupy a linear area where they are intervisible with
each other, White Raise (site 10) and the Copstone (site 1). Such intervisibility
between burial mounds and other “ritual” sites has been observed in Wessex and
elsewhere (Woodward, 2000) but a feature of Moor Divock is that the Cockpit (site
13) – which differs in size and construction from the other sites – is excluded from
the above “viewshed” (Fig. 5), although it is visible from and can see White Raise –
as can sites 38 and 64.
This suggests the spatial arrangement and choice of monument forms is
deliberate and reflects a division of the Moor into at least two areas. Significantly the
new ringbank noted above (site 48) and the possible ring cairn (site 38) are near to
the Cockpit so that the division appears to be between sites in the ring cairn
tradition and those with “standing stones”. However, this argument falls if The
Copstone is located on the perimeter of a ringbank as is sometimes claimed.
Nevertheless, the division of the area suggested above is between those monuments,
such as The Cockpit, which look northwards and those, such as Standing Stones,
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which look south and eastwards. Significantly White Raise occupying a pivotal
position in these “viewsheds” (Fig. 5) is the largest cairn in the area.
The restricted “viewsheds”, closed in one direction, described above and mapped
in Fig. 5, are not unique and similar arrangements have been observed elsewhere,
including amongst the chambered tombs of south-west Scotland (Cummings,
2002), an area which appears to have been linked by trade to Cumbria in the
Neolithic (Sheridan, 1986). As such, the arrangement of extant monuments on
Moor Divock can be related to and inform discussions of how prehistoric peoples
saw their landscape and invested it with meaning, mythology and lore. However, it is
also necessary to recognize that at the time contemporary with the building of the
monuments the above views may have been more restricted, and what are now
“open” views also restricted, by the presence of trees.
In this context two observations can be made about the palaeoenvironment.
Firstly, the Cockpit lies above steep slopes and near the head of a small valley so
that, even if trees were still present at a time contemporary with the building of the
monument, it would take only a small amount of clearance for the view northwards
to be opened up. Secondly, that the remarkable (NW-SE) linear arrangement of
mounds along the bridleway across the Moor might be explained by them being
located along the edge of a boggy area which may well have been “open” and largely
devoid of trees in prehistoric times, as now. Certainly, the overall distribution of the
cairnfields appears to relate to the western edge of the boggy area which includes
open pools and is known, in part at least, as Tarn Moor. The possibility exists,
therefore, that the recorded monuments were located in cleared/open land alongside
that resource with woodland beyond – woodland which explains the absence of sites
between, for example, sites 5 and 37.
The significance of the place-name Tarn Moor appears to have been ignored by
other workers and the antiquity of the name is uncertain: the first recorded use of
the name being in 1859 (Smith, 1966, vol. 2, 200). However, attention is drawn to
the fact that there are still two small areas of standing water – the equivalent in size
of the Scottish lochans - on the moor and, east and south-east of the Cockpit, basins
occupied by reeds are suggestive of former open water.
In order to assess the character of these areas, and in particular the possible
existence of stratified deposits capable of providing palaeoenvironmental data, seven
cores (A-G in Fig. 6) were taken and examined in the field (Table 1). However,
cores A, D, E and G were collected using a gauge corer but sampling difficulties
(mainly wet and poorly humified peats) prevented this method being used
elsewhere. Samples B, C and F were therefore obtained using an auger to determine
the presence of any lake clays underlying the peats.
These cores showed lake sediments at sites D-G, in all cases Sphagnum bog had
developed after the lake had filled in. The relatively small depth of very poorly
humified Sphagnum peat overlying these lake sediments (often less than 0.5 m)
suggests that the lake may have survived into historic periods. The current name of
this area “Tarn Moor” also suggests the presence of open water in historic times,
giving rise to the current name. Initial assessments of fossil pollen in core G showed
that the organic rich lake clays contained tree pollen such as Alder (Alnus) and Hazel
(Corylus) along with pollen grains of grasses and some open country herbs such as
Plantain (Plantago lanceolata). These pollen results are consistent with a date of
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FIG. 5. The “viewshed” from a) The Cockpit (broken line) and b) Site 5 (solid line). The diagram is
simplified from one generated by the ERDAS, GIS, program assuming eyesight visibility at 1.5 m above
ground. Note the position of White Raise within the “viewsheds”.

Neolithic or more recent for these sediments. As such it seems that a shallow tarn
which was slowly succeeding to bog may have been an important landscape
constraint on the distribution of the prehistoric monuments on Moor Divock; both
by preventing building on part of the Moor and through the possible ritual
significance of the water body.
Core G was from only 65 m south-east of the Cockpit, so the stone circle would
have been situated on the edge of shallow water or peat bog.
The spatial arrangement of all the sites.
Nevertheless, it is also necessary to ask whether the spatial arrangement of sites
described and discussed above also reflects use of the Moor by two different
prehistoric communities, perhaps at different times. Indeed, is it possible to relate
dykes 39, 41 and 42 to such a division and to the later distribution of land between
the parishes of Askham and Barton?
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TABLE 1. Descriptions of sediment cores from Moor Divock
(letters relate to those on Fig. 6).
Core number
A
B
C
D

E
F
G

Grid Ref

Description
19 cm of peat overlying mineral material.
52 cm peat again with uncored mineral material below.
63 cm of poorly humified Sphagnum peat.
Light coloured lake clays at base of core (130 cm), above this darker lake
clays and poorly humified Sphagnum peats (starting at 75 cm) which
could not be successfully sampled with a “gauge” corer.
40 cm of poorly humified Sphagnum peat, overlying 10 cm of sedge peat
with at least 40 cm of organic rich lake sediments below this.
Would not sample with “gauge”. Auger showed light coloured lake clays
at 105 cm.
Top 15 cm poorly humified Spahgnum which would not sample with
“gauge”. Below this 10 cm of more fibrous peat, then 20 cm of organic
rich lake clays followed by 35 cm of lighter coloured lake clays.

FIG. 6. The location of the cores taken.
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Hoaen and Loney (2004) have recently stressed the close spatial relationship
between settlement sites and earlier burial monuments in Matterdale – the adjacent
parish to Barton and just 6 kms away on the other side of Ullswater – drawing
attention to interpretations elsewhere in which the past was “mined” and
“incorporated” in later landscapes. In particular they stressed the intervisibility of
later settlement and earlier monuments and clearly the latter situation exists on
Moor Divock. But there the similarity appears to end, for on Moor Divock the
monuments are at a distance from the settlements: they have not been
“incorporated” into later farms and fields.
One possible reason for this difference is that the worldview in Matterdale was
not one shared by the inhabitants around Moor Divock but this seems unlikely given
that the areas are only 6 kms apart. Another related but again unlikely, possibility is
that the settlements on Moor Divock are later and belong to a time when it was no
longer held necessary or appropriate to embrace earlier monuments and/or
ancestors.
Is it possible, therefore, that the intervisibility and incorporation evident in some
areas results simply from some areas being used for different purposes by different
groups at different times? Does persistence of place relate to the fact that some areas
have always been the focus of activity, either because of their topographical character
and location or because of their qualities for farming? In short, because many
landscapes are palimpsests, a coincidence of some earlier ritual monuments with
later farming activity – including modern farming and land use – is likely to occur.
Indeed it is difficult to see how to quantify the possibility of chance/coincidence
occurring in such situations.
Certainly Moor Divock can be described as a palimpsest and it is probable that
the cairnfield(s) between Threepow Raise and site 60 are later than the Cockpit and,
therefore, probably the other “ritual sites”. This interpretation is supported by the
small group of “clearance cairns” (site 65) north of the Cockpit and can be
compared with the juxtaposition of the stone circles and cairnfields on Burnmoor.
What is not clear without excavation is whether the cairnfields are contemporary
with the recorded settlements but it is probable that the “clearance cairns” do not
themselves represent a single phase of land use. Some may well be prehistoric but
some may relate to two possible shieling huts noted by Anthony Ellwood (pers.
comm.) Sadly, Anthony Ellwood says he was unable to locate the putative huts a
second time and the writers of this paper have also been unable to locate them in the
field. What is intriguing is the contrast noted above between the western side of the
moor and its cairnfields and the eastern portion where such sites are absent; and it is
probable that this reflects environmental conditions rather than date.
One further clue to former land use is provided by the linear dykes and banks
which, whilst they might be of different dates, indicate expansion of enclosure from
the valley sides and possible valley floor. By comparison with areas such as Crosby
Ravensworth the recorded settlement sites (25 and 60) may represent a similar
expansion of farming with Tarn Moor being unenclosed common. The existence of
the latter within the County in Roman times and probably late prehistoric period (if
not earlier) is demonstrated by sites like Severalls where a lane between fields
connects the farm core to unenclosed land; and cropmarks recorded on aerial
photographs demonstrate similar arrangements existed on the floor of the Eden valley.
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Moreover, use of the area as unenclosed common in prehistoric times would
explain why there are no enclosures embracing and “mining” the earlier monuments. They were, however, embraced by land use (grazing) and doubtless they
were embraced in lore, myth making and by traditions.
Conclusions
All the evidence points to the use of Moor Divock for “common” pasture, by at least
two valley communities, as being very ancient; perhaps from as early as the Bronze
Age, if not before. Movement between those communities across the watershed may
explain the remarkable linear grouping of “ritual sites” but the latter, and indeed the
routeway, was probably influenced by the area of open water and boggy ground.
Five thousand years ago the latter would have provided an open area within the
forest canopy and any associated marginal vegetation would have been attractive to
both cattle and ungulates making the area a useful resource for both hunters and
farmers/pastoralists. The monuments and cairnfields fringing the tarn might
therefore represent core areas from which grazing expanded outwards.
This raises the question of whether there was settlement or land use on Moor
Divock before or contemporary with the monuments. The authors of this paper
picked up a flint (Fig. 7) from the metalling of the bridleway near the Standing
Stones and the flints reported by Cherry and Ellwood (2001) were also found in a
similar context. The possibility that they had been brought from elsewhere amongst
material being used for road repairs cannot, therefore, be discounted. Certainly,
none of the scrapes looked at by them produced any other flintwork (Anthony
Ellwood, pers. comm.) so that the existence of settlement other than that indicated by
the visible monuments remains to be established.

FIG. 7. Flint found embedded in the bridleway near Standing Stones.
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APPENDIX
List of sites
After Taylor
1. Copstone.
2. Circle or cromlech.
3. Small circle and cairn c.3.9 m diam.
4. Standing Stones.
5. Star-fish cairn.
6-9. Small circles.
6b. (here) is a small mound with a central hollow.
10. White Raise.
11. Boat shaped barrow c.8.3 m by 5 m and 0.9 m high.
12. Circular barrow c.9 m diam. and 0.3 m high.
13. Cockpit.
14.)
15.) Threepow Raise
16.)
Based on RCHM
17. Askham 45 m, mound c.11 m diam. and 1.3 m high.
18. Barton 29b, 2 mounds c.5 m in diam.
19. Barton 29a, mound c.4 m diam. and 0.4 m high.
20. Askham 45l, mound c.7 m diam. and 0.4 m high.
21. Askham 45i, mound c.9 m diam. and 0.5 m high.
22. Askham 45e, mound c.7 m diam. and 0.6 m high.
23. Askham 45d, small stone standing on a mound c.6 m in diam. and 0.5 m high.
24. Askham 45b, mound c.8 m diam. and 0.6 m high.
25. Askham settlement 1.
26. Askham settlement 2.
27. Askham, enclosure.
New sites
28. Heughscar hill. Summit. Modern marker cairn sits on top of a grassy, circular
mound 4 m diam and c.0.4 m high.
29. Putative oval enclosure on air photographs.
30. Tucked into the hillside north of a round mound (site 17) are two slabs suggestive
of a former trough or cist.
31. Contiguous with a field wall are the remains of a small rectangular structure: a
possible stock pen.
32a. A clearance? Cairn 1 m in diam.
32b. A mound 4 m in diam.
32c. A possible mound terraced into the hillside and 10m in diam.
32d. A lynchet/bank.
33. A bank in places 3 m wide and 0.6 m high.
34. A bank.
35. A bank with some stones: 2 m wide. A line of stones continues the alignment.
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36a. A bank 3 m wide and 0.6 m high.
36b. A semicircular bank 10 m external diam and 0.5 m high surrounds a circular (1 m
diam) depression. A pond?
37. A bank.
38. Identified in 1973 (site 135) this appears to be a mutilated ring cairn 8-9 m in
diameter.
39. A bank, in places 3 m wide and 0.3 high. Its length is interrupted by areas of bog.
40. A linear feature which in part is a bank about 3 m wide and in other places is a
track terraced into the hillside. Interpreted as the Roman Road.
41. Banks and holloways form a small complex of sites.
42. Bank.
43a. Bank.
43b. A semi circular terrace 5m in diameter. Possible a spring head.
44. Slabs, apparently from clearance. The remains of a cist?
45. A split stone and adjacent hollow suggest the remains of a cist.
46. An arc of clearance stones (a bield?) below which appears to be an earlier, grassed
bank. Within the area of the arc is a mound and a small stone circle – apparently a
folly – 3 m in diam. Nearby and to the east is a possible upright 50 cm high. To
the west of the curved feature is a flat topped mound 0.3 m high and 5 m in diam.
47a. NY 48152181. This site can be described as two, small contiguous mounds or as
an oval mound 11 m by 5 m. Between the two smaller mounds is a slab set
upright. The long axis of the oval is almost exactly east-west and the eastern end
5 m wide; the western 4 m.
47b. NY 48192178A dished mound is located on a slope so that it is some 2 m high
when seen from the SE. 5 m diam.
48. A ring bank.
49. Two small mounds which may be part of a denuded bank running towards site 48.
At NY48572185 there is a cairn 3 m in diameter. Outliers of the Threepow Raise
cairnfield?
50. A cairnfield discretely separated from that of Threepow Raise.
51. A mound, possibly oval but best described as circular and 5 m in diam. If an oval,
approx. 5 x 8 m.
52. A group of stones which may be part of a circular monument.
53. A possible mound; 5 m diam and 0.15 m high.
54. A linear boundary which in places appears to consist of a ditch between two banks.
55. A linear boundary formed by a bank and ditch.
56. Low bank 3 m wide.
57. Large, steepsided subrectangular mound. Probably natural.
58. Holloway(s)
59. Cairnfield and linear clearance recorded by CLAU (now Oxford Archaeology
North).
60. Oval settlement site.
61. Mound.
62. Boulder and remains of a short length of wall.
63. A possible ringbank, 10 m external diameter, on a dry rise within an area of bog.
64. Round mound 4 m diameter and 0.6 m high.
65. Three small mounds north of the Cockpit.
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